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KeynotePro Announces 3 New Themes for Keynote 7
Published on 04/06/17
North Carolina based KeynotePro today announces the introduction of 3 new themes for the
recently updated Keynote 7. Disruptor is an assertive, modern pitch-deck theme designed
for tech start-ups and innovators. KeyStation NXT is a web-inspired theme optimized for
building Keynote-powered kiosks and interactive presentations. And Chelsea is a
fashion-oriented theme that blends modern texture with classic type to create a unique
interplay of styles.
Asheville, North Carolina - KeynotePro is pleased to announce the introduction of 3 new
themes for the recently updated Keynote 7: Disruptor, KeyStation NXT, and Chelsea.
Disruptor is an assertive, modern pitch-deck theme designed for tech start-ups and
innovators. KeyStation NXT is a web-inspired theme optimized for building Keynote-powered
kiosks and interactive presentations. And Chelsea is a fashion-oriented theme that blends
modern texture with classic type to create a unique interplay of styles.
The new Disruptor theme was designed from the ground up to meet the needs of tech
presenters and start-ups in need of a robust pitch platform to boost their big ideas. The
theme includes a unique assortment of layout options designed to ease the process of
creating a tech-oriented pitch, including essential text & photo narrative slides,
data-centric highlight slides to bring focus to key metrics, and a library of mockup
slides that allow developers to display their concepts contextually on Apple-centric
desktop, tablet and phone interfaces.
The KeyStation NXT theme was designed to make Keynote-powered kiosks and interactive
presentations easy to make and intuitive to use. The distinctively-styled theme is
optimized with information design principles in mind, and includes a range of standard
"Presenter" slides alongside a library of Kiosk-mode slides that integrate
interface-oriented elements such as directories, articles, and galleries. Unique Embedded
Hierarchies in the Article & Gallery masters enable those layouts to be transformed into
highly-styled, magazine-like pages with a few simple Tabs.
The Chelsea theme was inspired by the iconic NYC neighborhood, blending classic type with
modern texture to create a unique, fashion-oriented style. Two palettes - ruby Red and
sapphire Blue - set the stage with geometric, low-poly backgrounds that contrast the
classical magazine-styled layouts set in Didot and Gill Sans. The theme includes an
assortment of narrative-driven text & photo layouts well suited for Editorial Galleries,
fashion-oriented Product presentations and more, including a number of multi-column and
multi-photo options.
Each of the new themes are built to KeynotePro's next-generation NXT standard, optimized
to take advantage of all the features of the modern Keynote architecture, including
support for multiple Chart, Shape and Text style options in each theme. All 3 themes are
fully compatible with both Keynote 7 for the desktop and the broader Keynote ecosystem,
including Keynote for iOS and Keynote for iCloud - iOS-optimized versions of each of the
themes can be launched directly to mobile devices via the iOS Quick-Launch feature on the
KeynotePro website.
Pricing and Availability:
Disruptor, KeyStation NXT and Chelsea Standard Editions are available for immediate
download for $24.95 (USD) or in a Bundle with 2 other Standard Edition themes for $64.95
(USD). Pro Editions containing both Standard and Widescreen HD themes are available for
$34.95 (USD), or in a bundle with 2 other Pro Edition themes for $89.85 (USD).
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KeynotePro:
http://www.keynotepro.com
Disruptor for Keynote:
http://www.keynotepro.com/products/Disruptor_NXT.html
Promotional Banner (Disruptor):
http://www.keynotepro.com/images/themes/Disruptor/Disruptor-Hero2X.jpg
KeyStation NXT for Keynote:
http://www.keynotepro.com/products/KeyStation_NXT.html
Promotional Banner (KeyStation NXT):
http://www.keynotepro.com/images/themes/Keystation_NXT/KeyStation_NXT-Hero2X.jpg
Chelsea for Keynote:
http://www.keynotepro.com/products/Chelsea_NXT.html

Based in the scenic mountains of Asheville, North Carolina, KeynotePro is a privately-held
subsidiary of the award-winning strategic design firm Walrus Group LLC. Founded in 2003 to
produce professional-grade themes for Apple's Keynote presentation software, KeynotePro
quickly became a leading provider of Keynote themes and templates via its website,
offering a unique library of genre-defining titles including PitchBoards - the
industry-standard solution for Keynote-powered Storyboard Presentations. Parent firm
Walrus Group LLC has continued to advise and lead the broader presentation industry,
consulting on and contributing to every major release of Microsoft Office since Office:
Mac 2008. You can learn more about Walrus Group at their company website,
www.walrusgroup.com. Copyright 2017, KeynotePro. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, and Keynote are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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